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In this article the author challenges the conventional wisdom, expressed by Sinclair 
Lewis, that the US textile sector in the mid-twentieth century was a ‘backward industry’ 
that exploited its employees. Cooper argues that this verdict needs to be placed in a 
fuller context. Before its final demise from the 1990s the US textile industry, led by 
a few capital-rich firms, representing a significant portion of the sector, was engaged in 
a textile renaissance that should not be overlooked or forgotten in the annals of textile 
history. Much of the focus of this paper is derived from Dr Cooper’s relationship with 
Burlington Industries as both consultant and member of the management team during 
the 1970s.

Introduction

In his book Southern Capitalism: The Political Economy of North Carolina 1880–1980, 
Phillip J. Wood places the Southern textile economy in its socio-political setting.1 
The post-Civil War South saw emerging textile industrialisation as a means to preserve 
planter control over the black labour force in agriculture and to create a stable poor 
white factory labour force in the textile mills. The goal was to maximise profi t for 
capital owners in both areas. ‘Company towns’ were tools for socially and geographi-
cally isolating the textile workforce, thus gaining monopsony power over the resource. 
Company housing required that all family members, adults and children, were subject 
to required mill work. Efforts to control the political, economic and spiritual lives of 
mill families were extensive. In general, the goal of ‘mill villages’ was to make the mill 
families so dependent on the employer that neither the adults nor the children could 
leave the mill’s infl uence. Under these conditions the economic monopsony power 
created by mill owners allowed for employee exploitation.

By 1930, the US textile industry had seen signifi cant growth and concentration of 
capital. Despite this growth, textile-based industrialisation and the process of class 
formation was not signifi cantly different from the earlier years of industry formation. 
Firms were bigger, but conditions within and across fi rms were relatively static. During 
the pre-World War II period, the US textile industry found itself in an almost continuous 
state of excess capacity. This was primarily due to the technological stability of the 
industry and the resulting small capital required for entry into production. During the 
period 1924–39, advanced technology was not a general means for productivity improve-
ments and cost reduction. The path to greater productivity was to force workers to 
produce more output in less time. Wood pointed out three conditions required for textile 
industry survival.2 The fi rst condition was increasing availability of a large supply of 
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cheap labour with little competition for that labour. Second was the requirement for a 
mill working class that was weak, largely unorganised, and isolated, with few powerful 
political allies. The third requirement was the need for a relative absence of legislation 
restricting the conditions under which labour could be exploited. All three of these con-
ditions existed and could be maintained in North Carolina and other Southern textile 
industry states and thus these states were economic magnets for the concentration of 
textile production.

Wood indicates how the pre-World War II US textile industry was described in 
unfl attering terms by Sinclair Lewis in a 1929 union pamphlet entitled Cheap and 
Contented Labor.3 Lewis painted a picture that was to dominate views of the industry 
in the 1930s and beyond. He saw the industry as a structure of hundreds of capital-poor, 
government-subsidised fi rms that were allowed to exploit their uneducated labour force 
without union protection. He saw the industry as one with little or no innovation, 
chronic excess capacity, with marginal profi ts and an atmosphere of predatory survival. 
It was a conservative industry. Aversion to change and the resulting need for investment 
capital created a perpetual fear of potential bankruptcy. Lewis did much to portray the 
US textile industry of the 1930s as a backward industry, and this remained an accepted 
view long after. However, if his analysis was valid, few understood, including Lewis, 
that unions, which he advocated, were not the solution to the excess capacity and 
capital-poor problems of the US textile industry. The solution to Lewis’s concerns was 
to adopt new technology, but fi rms could not readily do so. A majority of textile fi rms 
were unable to utilise new available technology and processes as rapidly and as exten-
sively as the critics would have them do to meet foreign and domestic competition. 
Primary causes for the slowness of US textile fi rms to adopt available, modern technol-
ogy were low rates of return on sales and net worth, and low ratios of capital investment 
to gross sales. The great majority of textile companies in the mid-twentieth century 
relied on internally generated funds for capital expenditures. This fact caused the indus-
try to become enmeshed in a vicious cycle. Its capital investment was related to inter-
nally generated funds which were in turn depended upon marginal retained earnings, 
but low levels of retained earnings kept investment low and inhibited increases in plough-
back. In the 1970s, the American Textile Manufacturing Institute (ATMI) concluded 
that in many cases textile fi rms’ retained earnings could not even cover working capital 
needs.4 Unionisation may well have exacerbated these conditions. Consequently, textile 
fi rms continued to operate with technology which was considered obsolete.

The post-World War II textile and apparel markets in the United States were con-
trolled by a complex mix of market and non-market forces. For a generation after 1946, 
in support of the Federal Government’s policy of full-employment, textile and apparel 
supply-chain structures were the product of government trade protection and subsidy. 
US textile and apparel fi rms were supported on the demand side by complex tariff and 
quota barriers to entry. On the supply side, in addition to material cost subsidies for 
inputs such as cotton and energy, a lax policy of social cost control for cotton dust, 
noise, consumer safety, control of water, air emissions and other environment issues did 
not require producers to pay the full cost of production. These government policies of 
trade protection and subsidy perpetuated a textile and apparel industry structure of 
hundreds of small, under-capitalised fi rms whose survival was dependent on the govern-
ment policies of the day. Fortune Magazine made the following editorial comment in 
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1970 concerning the structure of the US textile industry and its ability to take advantage 
of new market opportunities and meet new social cost needs: ‘[t]he greatest problem the 
industry faces is not so much the competition from imports, but its own still severe 
fragmentation, a dogged holdover from the old days of small family fi rms’.5

In 1970, a fair estimate of structural competence would conclude that less than one-
fourth of the US textile industry fi rms were capable of taking advantage of the oppor-
tunities and challenges of the new technologies. Cooper has highlighted the results of a 
study performed by Chase Manhattan Bank and reported at the 1970 meeting of ATMI.6 
This stressed that US textile product producers would have to invest $7 billion (1970 
dollars) in the period 1970–75 just to keep existing plants up to date and to put new 
production facilities on stream to meet the expected demand for textile products. How-
ever, during this period the actual annual rate of investment across all US textile mill 
product fi rms was a negative 5 per cent. At the 1970 meeting John P. Figh of Chase 
Manhattan Bank reported that, over the next six years, the US textile industry would 
have to spend a minimum of $2 billion (1970 dollars) more than it earned to remain 
competitive in world markets. The average annual rate of growth of capital investment 
in plant and equipment during the period 1966–70 had been a negative 5.4 per cent.7 
While many US textile fi rms were not able to take full advantage of opportunities and 
challenges available to them during the 1970s due to an inadequate organisational or 
fi nancial structure, many US fi rms were looking for mergers and/or acquisitions so as 
to minimise risk in their limited product lines and capital base for future economic 
survival. However, this need for expansion or consolidation of fi rms was hampered by 
several government restrictions, the most critical of these being the guidelines set by the 
Federal Trade Commission, which limited total annual sales by any one corporation. 
These restrictions encouraged the maintenance of the existing industry structure which 
was proving itself inadequate to allow the US textile industry to deal with foreign com-
petition. Thus, for many US textile fi rms, the conditions described by Sinclair Lewis in 
the 1930s had not yet been fully addressed as late as the 1970s.

The US Textile Industry Moves to Developing Nations

During the period 1960–80, the US textile industry’s survival was dependent on two 
conditions. First, the industry needed continued US Government demand-side tariff/
quota support and continuing supply-side resource/process subsidies. In addition, the 
industry needed a stable market environment that did not require substantial capital 
investment for survival. But neither of these conditions held before the early 1980s. As 
circumstances began to change, a small number of capital-rich fi rms sought to carve out 
a new path to future textile success.

While US textile machinery fi rms such as Draper, C & K and others had made 
signifi cant contributions to US textile fi rms in the 1890 to 1930 period, for most of 
the twentieth century technological advancements for textile and apparel production 
processes were gradual and non-disruptive to the supply-chain structure of the US textile 
industry. For most of the twentieth century process technology was defi ned by a mix 
of machines and chemistry that had remained relatively static over many years, as the 
processes for producing textile products using the primary cotton and wool processes 
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had remained relatively unchanged. Information technology was of little to no impor-
tance. New machine technology arrived at such a pace that seldom was an existing 
machine put at a major competitive disadvantage by a new machine until long after the 
end of the depreciation period for the existing machine. W. Mass’s work on techno-
logical progress at the US Draper Company in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
century describes innovation as the result of ability to integrate advances in yarn and 
weaving technology.8 

However, by the 1970s this sort of innovation had been well spent and little new 
innovation had arrived for US textile fi rms after the 1920s. In 1974 looms that had been 
originally purchased in 1906 were in place, producing fabrics for markets. The major 
portion of a fi rm’s capital cost for technology was machine maintenance, consisting of 
expenditure for replacement of worn-out parts. In general, capital cost for production-
process technology did not severely restrict entry into the US textile industry. However, 
the 1960–80 period saw signifi cant developments that required a re-thinking of US 
domestic textile production. The US Government began to impose regulations that man-
dated process changes. Noise control, cotton-dust control and waste-disposal control 
were only three areas of concern. In addition, new developments in chemical technology 
and information technology were signifi cant. Here, the arrival and development of new 
materials for fi bres, yarns and composites were to have a profound effect on required 
production process designs. Also, the innovation and increasing sophistication of 
computer-based information systems opened new possibilities for production and distri-
bution process linkages. All of these developments and rising energy costs mandated the 
adoption of new technology by capital-poor fi rms. 

In general, the US textile industry was being required either to consolidate capital 
and change their supply-chain designs or to move to the developing nations where the 
traditional economics of demand and supply side support and subsidy could be contin-
ued. The period represents a case study of how an entire industry (the US textile indus-
try) was forced to near extinction by its inability to make needed investments. Thus, in 
the 1990s and during the fi rst years of the twenty-fi rst century, most of the US textile 
industry literally picked up its machines, its processes and its supply chains and moved 
them to developing countries such as China. Today’s China and other developing textile 
economies provide many, if not all, of the pre-movement conditions faced by the US 
textile industry. 

The 1960–80 US Textile Industry Renaissance

As already mentioned, the pre-World War II US textile industry was described in unfl at-
tering terms by Sinclair Lewis.9 Unfortunately, historians have promulgated this view of 
the mid- twentieth-century industry and, with the decline and movement of the sector 
to Asian developing nations from the 1990s, the casual observer has missed knowing 
much about the 20-year period 1960 to 1980. This post-World War II period might be 
called the US textile industry renaissance.

While medieval historians may argue the meaning of the word renaissance, here a 
renaissance is defi ned as a new birth, rebirth, revival: springing up again, showing new 
life and strength. This is exactly what occurred in the 1960–80 period with respect to 
the textile industry within the United States. This renaissance was brought about by a 
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small number of capital-rich fi rms that were leveraging chemical, information and man-
ufacturing technology in an attempt to move textile production and distribution supply 
chains from those described by Sinclair Lewis to modern structures fi t for entry into the 
twenty-fi rst century. In meeting this goal they were successful. They precipitated a step-
change that required a new way of thinking about textile production and distribution 
processes. 

It is important to emphasise that the renaissance was not general across US textile 
and apparel fi rms. It was confi ned to a small number of key players with a vision of how 
investment in production, information, logistics technology and modern supply-chain 
management would allow for future textile and apparel success in a free global economy 
of the twenty-fi rst century. During the 1960–80 period, a relatively small number of 
well-capitalised US textile fi rms began an attempt to beat the survival odds through the 
effi cient and timely development and adoption of technology and radically different 
supply-chain designs. There was a belief among these companies that, in the face of 
signifi cant price disadvantages and with subsidised foreign competition, the proper 
utilisation of chemical, mechanical and information technology, in concert with a 
number of horizontally connected vertical supply chains optimised for fl exibility and 
customer value, would allow long-term survival for well-structured, capital-intensive 
textile fi rms. By the mid- to late 1970s several large textile fi rms had obtained dominant 
and profi table market positions with this strategy. One of these fi rms was Burlington 
Industries. Wright’s work on Spencer Love and the genesis of Burlington Industries 
covers the period from 1923 to 1962,10 and Cooper’s paper presents the Burlington 
Industries view of its supply-chain strategy of the 1970s.11 Writing in 1976 for the US 
Treasury Department’s Offi ce of Industrial Economics, S. J. Hudak and P. T. Bohnslav 
reported that these fi rms were able to capitalise on the emerging new technologies 
associated with textile machinery and man-made fi bres, using state of the art computer-
based systems, and gained a signifi cant competitive advantage over other US and 
international textile fi rms.12 They pointed out that these more profi table companies had 
developed complex vertical and/or horizontal supply structures that allowed for signifi -
cant gains in fl exibility, diversifi cation and fi nancial strength. After a period of acquiring 
control of smaller concerns and absorbing these into their supply-chain structure, these 
fi rms were applying mass-customisation production and information-based techniques 
in consolidating diverse textile supply-chain activities across multiple product lines into 
well integrated and optimally controlled, profi table operations. Much of the success of 
these fi rms was based on the belief that the natural state of textile and apparel produc-
tion/distribution did not have to be labour intensive and of ad hoc supply-chain design. 
For example, the strategy of Burlington Industries was to develop a supply chain of 
capital, materials and information-intensive business with controlled fl exibility. Here, 
in addition, these fi rms were betting that their horizontal connections of optimised, 
vertically integrated, single-ownership supply-chain designs, coupled with the most 
productive production and distribution technology available, would be superior to any 
alternative competitive supply chains, domestic or foreign, that might emerge in the 
early twenty-fi rst century. 

The US textile industry renaissance was notable in three general areas of progress: 
new product and production process development; new effi cient and effective supply-
chain designs; and in payment of the social costs of production.
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New Product and Production Process Development

The US textile industry renaissance started with market opportunities generated by the 
development of new materials by large chemical companies such as DuPont, Monsanto 
and others. These new materials created radically new market opportunities for those 
fi rms that were capable of designing and adopting technologies to exploit their potential 
in a profi table manner. To exploit the potential, new highly engineered machine tech-
nologies were required, along with fi rms capable of providing the required capital to 
purchase them.

Textured Yarns
A major development in new textile materials for apparel products fi rst appeared in 
1960s in the form of textured yarns. Yarn texturing is the process by which stretch and 
bulk are combined with the special performance characteristics of man-made thermo-
plastic yarns such as nylon, polyester, acetate and polypropylene to create special 
apparel fabric characteristics. This process introduces permanent crimps, coils, loops 
and/or crinkles into otherwise smooth, continuous fi laments using a range of highly 
ingenious technologies. In their various applications, textured yarns generated a range 
of new apparel product offerings through new and novel approaches to styling and 
fashion that did not before exist. The development of textured yarn technology created 
a demand for compatible materials, fabric forming, dyeing/fi nishing and other technolo-
gies. Thus, a synergistic effect of new ideas among machinery builders, fi bre producers, 
manufacturers and product designers was created across the textile industry. A demand 
for new fabric-forming processes, new knitting-machine types, new loom designs, and 
new dyeing and fi nishing processes was created. Disparate fi rms such as DuPont, Texfi , 
Frank Ix, Leesona, Burlington, were all in concert to create an environment that would 
allow exploitation of the properties of the new materials. Firms able to take advantage 
of the emerging new technology associated with textile machinery and man-made fi bres 
gained a signifi cant competitive advantage over slower reacting and smaller fi rms. Many 
of these modern companies integrated vertically and/or horizontally to gain in fl exibility, 
diversifi cation and fi nance. After acquiring control of smaller mills, large companies, 
such as J. P. Stevens and Burlington, applied mass-production techniques and consoli-
dated diverse textile activities into larger integrated plants. Other companies, such as 
Texfi , sought greater control over their source of fi bres and, as a consequence, began to 
manufacture man-made fi bres for their own knitting mills. Together these events trans-
formed the textile industry into a smaller group of large and expanding fi rms engaged 
in integrated activities.

In order to be more fl exible in the rapidly changing apparel market conditions, 
machine purchases of the period were restricted to those capable of rapid pattern 
changes. The star performer for outerwear fabric was the double knit sector. Knit fabric 
machine supply was limited and expensive, with most machines being imported from 
Germany and/or England. There was considerable controversy and competition among 
all involved parties concerning the relative, potential advantages of warp knit, weft 
knit and textured woven fabrics. The contentions usually involved such factors as 
productivity, effi ciency, fl exibility and design capability of the competing machines, as 
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well as the handling, performance and appearance of the resulting fabrics. Despite all of 
this controversy, the growth of textured yarn usage during the 1960–80 period was pro-
found. Usage grew from about 35 million pounds of yarn in 1960 to over 800 million 
pounds by the end of the 1970s.

Carpets, Rugs and Home Furnishings
Rising consumer incomes, changing patterns of age distribution and an increasing desire 
to live in comfort all contributed to the rapid growth in the demand for textile home 
furnishings during the period 1960 to 1980. The major poundage item, the carpet and 
rug market, experienced outstanding growth to which US producers responded. This 
growth was fuelled by improved carpet and rug fi bre characteristics coupled with 
advances in carpet-forming tufting technology. Before 1960 fabric fl oor coverings were 
primarily woven rugs. Until the late 1930s tufting was considered a handicraft method 
for making bedspreads. In the 1940s, 27-inch and 37-inch tufting machines were manu-
factured and the fi rst 12-foot broadloom tufting machine was marketed in 1950. Tufting 
machines operated so much faster than carpet looms that a few tufting companies found 
it worthwhile to compete with well-established woven carpet manufacturers. By 1970 
both the residential and commercial markets for fl oor coverings were dominated by 
improved tufted yarn and fabric technology. By 1970, 85 per cent of all carpet and rug 
sales used the tufted technology, with woven and knitted carpets representing 10 per cent 
and 1 per cent respectively. The remaining 4 per cent was indoor–outdoor carpet pro-
duced by a needle bonding process. In 1960 the value of tufted carpet and rug sales was 
less than 500 million dollars. By 1980 that fi gure had grown to nearly 4 billion (1980 
dollars). The phenomenal growth of the US tufted carpet and rug industry during the 
1960–80 period was attributed to four major factors: the development and introduction 
of compatible man-made fi bres and yarns; the development and introduction of tufting 
processes and machinery; the acceptance by consumers of tufted carpets in conjunction 
with generally rising incomes; and the consolidation of capital by a few capital- rich 
fi rms with enough insight into the market potential of carpets and rugs to provide a 
source of fi nancing which was necessary for sustained growth. Here, a few large textile 
fi rms such as Burlington, J. P. Stevens, Shaw Industries and others led the way in market 
development and exploitation. One must give great credit for consumer acceptance to 
the fi bre producers who implemented quality standards for those manufacturing fi rms 
using their materials. The manufacturing fi rms were aided by the fi bre producers in 
advertising the use of their material in carpets and rugs. For example, the chemical giant 
DuPont’s advertising campaign made DuPont 501 almost a household name for carpets 
by drawing attention to the quality of the nylon fi bre used in the production of the 
carpet as opposed to the carpet itself.

Along with consumer rising incomes and a boom in residential and commercial build-
ing during the 1960s and 1970s, the demand for other home-furnishing textile products 
experienced growth rates similar to those of carpets. This was true of the demand for 
drapery and upholstery fabrics during the period. Bedding and bath products became 
more of a fashion item, demanding fl exibility of technology in processing, and versatil-
ity in market-place reaction to short life-cycle customer product demands. While these 
products had been historically dominated by standard weaving technology before 
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the 1960s, by the 1970s a variety of new technologies in knitting, weaving, tufting 
and various non-woven processes had emerged from textile machinery companies as 
competitors for market share. Again, in the main, the market potential of these products 
was exploited by a relatively small number of capital-intensive textile product fi rms.

Industrial and Non-Woven Textile Product Markets 
The demand for US-produced industrial and non-woven textile products experienced 
signifi cant growth during the 1960–80 period. New material and fabric-forming tech-
nologies created vast new markets for textile products where little to none had before 
existed. New non-woven fabric- forming technologies, such as bonded fi bre fabrics, 
punched or needle felts, reinforced paper fabrics, spun bonded materials, variations of 
coated fabrics, were just some of the emerging technologies that came into prominence 
during the period. Tyre cord fabric, reinforced plastics, rope and cordage, transportation 
upholstery and industrial/power belting were some of the newly generated products with 
attractive, expanding markets. These were joined by bags, bagging, tarps, tents, chutes 
and important healthcare products in areas of medical, surgical and sanitary uses. 
Coated fabric markets were one of the most rewarding fi elds for industrial textile 
producers. Products for coated and laminated fabrics in uses such as water catchment, 
water storage and water treatment made great inroads in industrial product markets. 
Coated fabrics were also in demand for use in industrial warehousing and storage, for 
housing, sports facilities such as tennis courts, hockey rinks, indoor tracks. Other uses 
included infl atable restraint bags for automobiles, air pollution control and bags for 
erosion control.

There was very little industrial textile and non-woven production in the US prior to 
1938. With the development of nylon some work was done with thermoplastic fi bres 
used in webbing, and the fi rst composite web was produced in 1939. During World War 
II a shortage of fabric caused fi rms to experiment with paper-like materials as substi-
tutes. These were early adhesive bonded fabrics, but were very marginal performing 
materials. Among the new fi bres introduced in the 1950s were Orlon (1950), Dacron 
(1951), Arnel (1955), Kodel (1958) and many others. These new fi bres generated a new 
wave of research and experimentation by fi bre producers and textile fabric producers 
looking into the possible application of the new fabrics for a number of industrial 
product uses.

However, it was only from the 1960s that non-woven fabrics became a very notice-
able part of the US textile industry. The industrial and other non-apparel markets 
generated needs for new forms of textile products. The needs were mainly met by a 
combination of research from capital-rich chemical, manufacturing and machinery com-
panies working in concert. Here, adhesive bonding established itself as a major area 
of non-wovens with the disposables market as the major outlet for these fabrics. 
Improvements in needle looms led to the development of needled blankets, fl oor cover-
ings, imitation leather and fi lter fabrics. The wet laid processes were showing major 
growth potential in the area of disposables. Non-woven fi bre consumption in industrial, 
sanitary and medical markets grew from essentially zero in 1960 to over 600 million 
pounds by 1980. However, the household uses for non-wovens added an additional 600 
million pounds to non-woven fi bre consumption in 1980.
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New Efficient and Effective Supply-chain Designs 
During the 1960s and 1970s, a small number of capital-rich textile fi rms such as 
Burlington Industries developed complex supply-chain structures that contributed 
enormously to their success. These fi rms were then able to apply mass-customisation 
production and information-based techniques in consolidating their supply-chain activi-
ties across multiple product lines. Modern supply-chain management (SCM) knowledge 
and technology is now easily globally accessible for those who wish to adopt its implied 
processes and structure. To do modern SCM, one must have the ability for all nodes in 
the chain, irrespective of location, to see their respective positions relative to all other 
nodes of the chain in an on-going manner. It must be possible for customer-driven 
independent demand directly to drive supporting dependent demand up and down the 
production-distribution network with the object of optimal product fl ow balance across 
the entire network. To accomplish this in the best way, high levels of communication 
among network nodes acting as supply-chain partners is required. The enabler of this 
communication is grounded in computer-based information technology. Burlington 
Industries and IBM cooperated in the development of a precursor to today’s Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP) and Advanced Planning Systems (APS) supply-chain manage-
ment technology as early as the 1970s.13 The Burlington/IBM partnership of the period 
represented early applications of modern SCM use of information technology as an 
example for future successful profi table textile operations. However, from the 1980s this 
technology was not suffi ciently robust to allow for total supply-chain visibility across 
multiple locations in remote locations. This weakness limited the expansiveness of 
possible work-centre locations and the immediacy of information among supply-chain 
work-centre nodes. 

The Payment of Social Costs of Production
During the US textile industry renaissance, a small number of capital-rich textile fi rms 
was able to meet the rising demands placed on them for the payment of the full costs of 
production. These fi rms were able, through capital investment in new technology, to 
meet the growing demands for environment enhancement and control that were required 
by the rising concern for social responsibility in the US. One can categorise these 
demands under the headings of fi bre-dust inhalation, noise, air and water pollution and 
unsafe consumer products, fl ammable fabrics, in particular.

The fi rst social cost issue that needed to be addressed by the US textile industry was 
the need for technology to minimise the inhalation of textile-processing fi bre dust. This 
issue was considered in debates concerning Byssinosis control. For many years textile 
industries refused to recognise Byssinosis as an occupational disease, even though it had 
rendered numerous textile workers in a state of respiratory incapacity. During the 1970s 
the view that inhalation of certain dusts from textile fi bres caused lung disease gained 
general acceptance. Based on work by Dr Arend Bouhuys, director of the pulmonary 
section of the Yale School of Medicine and others, by the 1970s suffi cient information 
was available for the US Government to mandate the prevention of Byssinosis within 
textile production processes.14 Technology expenditures for dust prevention or removal 
and employee monitoring were required of all textile-processing fi rms. 

A second social cost issue involved the need for technology to minimise hearing loss 
among textile employees. This issue came under the general heading of noise control. B. 

1
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B. McClure points out that for many years US textile fi rms refused to recognise the 
damage to workers’ hearing and health derived from the noise generated by production 
processes.15 C. D. Yaffe and H. H. Jones reported that textile workers, having been 
exposed to high levels of textile processing noise, had historically developed permanent 
and irreversible hearing loss.16 Generally, the employee remained unaware of the dete-
rioration of the hearing loss until it became so apparent that it was too late to correct. 
During the 1970s the US Department of Labor began to enforce standards for noise 
control within textile fi rms. While enforcement of these standards was lax at fi rst, over 
time it became clear that only the purchase of new processing technology with the 
capability to either eliminate noise at the source, isolate it or absorb it would allow 
fi rms to meet acceptable noise standards. Thus, it became clear that the only practical 
solutions to the unacceptable noise levels lay in engineering adjustments via totally new 
processing technology coupled with architectural changes in building layouts. 

A third social cost issue involved the need for a technology-based solution to the 
problems associated with control over the discharges that led to the pollution of water 
and air by textile processes. Experience had shown that the processes of cleaning up the 
water and air discharged by textile plants were expensive and required technologically 
intensive solutions. During the 1970s a rising tide of social responsibility caused 
US federal and state governments to take a hard look at existing water and air 
pollution standards. These examinations led to new, more demanding standards. Non-
biodegradable chemicals used in the dyeing and fi nishing processes were of particular 
concern. Effl uents in textiles of natural, animal and made-made fi bres, either inorganic 
or organic, required many different means for meeting standards for effl uent control, all 
of which were expensive. Signifi cant levels of capital investment were needed to meet 
new minimum standards being promulgated by agencies of the US Government. 

A fourth area of social cost concern was in the area of consumer product safety. Of 
major concern to US textile fi rms was the issue of fabric fl ammability. Because of death 
and injuries to consumers from burns and associated suffering related to fl ammable 
fabrics, there was much interest by government in promulgation of standards regulating 
fabric fl ammability. An Act to prohibit the manufacture of highly fl ammable items of 
wearing apparel was passed in 1953. However, this act was so ill defi ned that it experi-
enced very little success in reducing the number of apparel burns. Ryan reports that, to 
improve on the act, an amendment was passed in December 1967 extending the coverage 
to include a broad range of textile fabrics with more stringent standards.17 Virtually all 
fabrics included under the headings of apparel, home furnishings and fabrics intended 
for use in homes, offi ces or other places of assembly were included. Under these new 
standards, regulating fabric fl ammability required new and expensive production-
process technologies to meet the new consumer risk parameters.

The ability to purchase the required technology that would cover the social costs 
associated with textile processes was not available for the hundreds of marginally capi-
talised textile fi rms of the mid-twentieth century. Only a relatively small percentage of 
the relatively capital-rich textile fi rms were able to meet these social cost requirements. 
During the US textile industry renaissance, relatively few US textile fi rms showed 
the ability both to meet the social costs associated with production, employees, the 
environment and consumer safety and to remain profi table.
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Reasons for Decline and Exodus

By the late 1970s, it was understood by leaders of the US textile industry that the sector 
was in harm’s way. In January 1977 a number of these leaders participated in a confer-
ence held at North Carolina State University at Raleigh that was funded by the 
National Science Foundation. The objective of the conference was to discuss the future 
survival of the US textile industry and to develop priority areas of productivity improve-
ment studies that might be funded by the National Science Foundation and other govern-
ment and private funding bodies. The report of the conference points to three major 
areas of concern: US Government policies with respect to textile fi rms and their impact 
on foreign competition for domestic-produced goods, the lack of adequate profi tability 
to support needed investment for future sustainability and the lack of availability of 
innovative US-produced mechanical technology to support signifi cant productivity 
improvements.18 In explaining the decline and exodus of much of the US textile industry 
in the period after 1980, one must point to these three areas as deterministic. 

One can fi nd examples of specialised fi bre-centric products being produced today in 
the US for industrial uses and in some market niches of apparel and home fashions. 
However, these examples represent only a fraction of total US textile and apparel pro-
duction since the 1980s. To make a comparison of textile product activity currently in 
the domestic US compared to 1980 is diffi cult. Like most manufactured products that 
fi nd their way to today’s US consumers, their value-added is created in multiple places 
across the global economy. This is particularly true in textile and apparel products 
where goods are often trans-shipped through countries who add just enough value to 
either meet or circumvent certain trade agreements. Thus hard data to illustrate the 
decline and exodus of the US textile and apparel industry during the 1980 to 2010 
period is diffi cult to produce. However, one can illustrate the magnitude of the decline 
and exodus by things that are known and supported by data. For example, it is known 
that the combined share of the US textile and apparel production declined from about 
3 per cent of US domestic product in 1950 to less than 0.5 per cent in the year 2000. In 
2000 US textile and apparel workers numbered about one million. In 2010 that number 
had declined to about four hundred thousand.19

An additional view of the decline and exodus of US-produced textile and apparel 
production during the 1980 to 2010 period can be gained from import data that is 
defi ned by product type. K. Anderson provides important data on US textile imports that 
helps to explain the magnitude of the decline and exodus of US-produced textile prod-
ucts during this period.20 This data shows imports in equivalent square meters growing 
over the 30-year period at an average rate of about 9 per cent per year or about 172 per 
cent. This massive growth in imports was distributed across apparel, home furnishings, 
industrial products and yarn markets in different proportions. As one would expect, 
about 42 per cent of this growth occurred in labour- intensive apparel markets. How-
ever, 34 per cent of the growth occurred in the less labour-intensive home furnishings 
markets. An additional 18 per cent of the growth came from various fabric markets 
which include those supporting industrial products, with only about 6 per cent being 
attributed to yarn markets. One can argue that this massive growth of US textile imports 
is highly correlated with the number of US textile fi rms that discontinued operations in 
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the US during the period and can be explained by the three issues highlighted at the 1997 
Conference at North Carolina State University.

US trade policies with respect to protection of US domestic textile production changed 
in the 1980s and 1990s. US textile fi rms experienced a tumultuous period with the 10-
year phasing out of quotas, starting in 1995 and ending in 2005. While a greatly reduced 
number of fi rms were able to maintain a US presence by fi nding market niches, numer-
ous US fi rms went out of business due to a high level of price competition. When China 
joined the World Trade Organisation in 2001 a steady growth of imports of about 
20 to 30 per cent in value began. The pegging of Chinese currency and the devaluation 
of other Asian currencies with respect to the US dollar played a major role in import 
growth. US Government inaction to support domestic textile fi rms through active efforts 
for export expansion and regulation of transhipments to circumvent trade agreements 
played an additional role. However, a dominant reason for the decline and exodus of 
US textile fi rms goes back to the lack of profi tability and the opportunity cost of produc-
ing textile products in the US. During much of the 1990s, a dollar invested in its best 
alternative earned a much higher rate of return for most textile fi rms than a dollar 
invested in US textile production. In addition, the lack of signifi cant innovation in 
textile machinery made the world-wide used textile machinery market very attractive for 
existing US textile mills wishing either to either sell or move their resources abroad.

One might argue that a strategy of capital-intensity, mass production, long runs 
of standardised yarns and fabrics was ultimately quite unsuitable for the new era of 
globalisation. To argue this point one must, however, be careful about what is consid-
ered ceteris paribus. One must not miss the fact that the current fl exibility in global 
production and distribution of textile and apparel products is accomplished via very 
high inventory, logistic and energy costs and by non-payment of social costs, and sup-
ported by various forms of currency manipulations. Or, said another way, the ineffi cient 
way one achieves fl exibility in today’s global economy for textiles and apparel is 
dominated by a subsidised price effect from government trade policies in the developing 
nations. Today’s modern supply-chain management practices have the ability, through 
the use of modern technology, to strike a balance between effi ciency and fl exibility. 
However, this ability currently lies behind the veil of a lack of ‘free markets’ within the 
global textile and apparel economy. A central point of this paper is that the vision of a 
new paradigm for the effi cient and fl exible production and distribution of global textile 
and apparel production via the design and use of modern supply-chain management 
technology, as exhibited by the evolution of Burlington Industries and others in the 
1970s, was struck down in its infancy by global non-free market forces. That vision 
created the US textile industry renaissance, but it was a vision that could not be 
maintained. 

Conclusion

During the 1980s and 1990s a large part of the US textile industry picked itself up and 
moved to China and other developing countries of Asia. In this movement, for various 
reasons, much of the history of US textile technological progress during the post-World 
War II period was either lost or forgotten. Media coverage that targeted the general 
public focused in large part on the ills of the industry and attempts to unionise various 
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plants across the South. Most of the US textile industry trade journals that reported 
industry progress did not survive into the twenty-fi rst century. With the passing of time, 
a general myth about the US textile sector as a backward industry that exploited its 
workers has been allowed to fl ourish. At the end of the popular movie The Man Who 
Shot Liberty Valance, the newspaper editor says to the gathering that ‘this is the West 
sir . . . when the legend becomes fact . . . print the legend’. This approach obscures for 
the future the fact that, during the 1960s and 1970s, there was a textile renaissance in 
the United States. 

Anticipating the coming of modern, technology-based supply-chain management 
systems that would allow for globally competitive non-subsidised textile and apparel 
production, a few capital-rich fi rms successfully took the lead. New production pro-
cesses were seen to have the ability to attack commodity markets with effi cient, economy 
of scale production and to address markets for more customised products with needed 
fl exibility. Although they were ahead of their time and their efforts were defeated by 
non-free market forces, they accomplished great progress in market development, indus-
try structure and fi nding ways to meet social responsibilities to their employees, consum-
ers and the environment. The fact that these US textile giants did not survive the coming 
of the current global economy does not mean that their vision was wrong. Complicated 
political and economic forces played a dominant role in the lack of sustainability, 
causing these innovative vertical chain structures not to survive the twentieth century. 
One might argue that such structures could arise again, reinvented in the twenty-fi rst 
century. In any case, the progress of the US textile industry renaissance of 1960 to 1980 
should not be lost to the future.
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